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is usually associated with clonal evolution of the cells that have
the original chromosomal abnormality (8). The aberrations seen
in the clonal evolution of CML are nonrandom and most fre
quently involve an extra chromosome 8, an isochromosome of
No. 17, and/or a second Ph1 chromosome. Whereas kanyo
typic evolution has been widely reported in CML, there have
been relatively few studies of this phenomenon in ANLL. Pre
vious investigations, based on conventionally stained chromo
somes only, indicated that karyotypic changes occur in about
1 to 2% of patients with acute leukemia (1, 12, 18). In contrast
to these earlier findings, we found evidence of clonal evolution
in a relatively high proportion of ANLL patients who were
studied with banding techniques: in a series of 50 patients, 8
(16%) showed evolution of the karyotype in serial cytogenetic
samples (i 1). The pattern of evolution appeared to be nonran
dom, since the evolutionary change involved an additional
chromosome 8 in 5 of these 8 patients.

We undertook the present study to determine the frequency
of evolution in a larger series of 90 ANLL patients whose
chromosomes were examined with banding techniques (2). The
cytogenetic and clinical findings were correlated in detail
throughout the disease course. We examined both clinical and
chromosomal results further to determine whether a change in
karyotype predicts an impending change in the clinical course.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Karyotypic analyses of banded chromosomes from BM cells
were obtained for 90 of 99 consecutive adult ANLL patients
admitted to the Hematology/Oncology Section of the University
of Chicago Hospitals and Clinics between February 26, 1970,
and December 31 , 1977 (2, 11). The patient numbers used in
this study are the same as those used for individual patients in
the 2 previous reports (2, 11).

The initial cytogenetic sample of 81 patients was analyzed
prior to antileukemic chemotherapy; for the remaining 9 pa
tients, cells were examined 2 weeks to 1 year after chemo
therapy had begun. With the exception of 3 patients (none of
whom were included in the present report), all of those previ
ously treated had active disease, with a predominance of blasts
in their marrow, at the time of the initial cytogenetic analysis.

Most of the BM specimens obtained for evaluation of a
patient's clinical status were also examined cytogenetically.
The number of samples per patient ranged from 1 to 24. For
most of the samples examined, chromosome counts were
obtained from a minimum of 20 metaphases, 10 of which were
photographed and analyzed in detail.

Preparation and analysis of metaphases from BM and pe
nipheral blood were performed as previously described (9, 1i).
Metaphases were stained and photographed with quinacnine
fluorescence to show Q-bands; the same metaphases, stained
conventionally with Leishman-Giemsa, were photographed be
fore or, in some cases, after fluorescence (7). In certain cases,
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ABSTRACT

Serial samples of leukemic cells were obtained from 60 of
90 patients with acute nonlymphocytic leukemia for chromo
some analysis with banding techniques, so that we could
determine whether a nonrandom pattern of kanyotypic evolution
is associated with acute nonlymphocytic leukemia. Evolution
of the karyotype was observed in 17 of these patients, 7 of
whose chromosomeswere initially normal and 10 of whose
chromosomes were initially abnormal. All 10 abnormal patients
had chromosomes with structural rearrangements in the initial
sample; 8 of the 10 also showed loss of one or more chromo
somes initially. The most frequent evolutionary change was a
gain of one or more chromosomes (in 12 of the 17 patients).
Ten of the 12 patients who acquired one on more additional
chromosomes had an extra chromosome 8, and 6 had an extra
chromosome 18. Other evolutionary changes included struc
tunal rearrangements (8 patients), loss of a chromosome (4
patients), and loss of a marker (2 patients). These various
changes sometimes occurred in combination. The incidence of
karyotypic evolution and the type and frequency of particular
evolutionary changes were similar in patients who were initially
normal and in those who were initially abnormal. In all but one
of the initially abnormal patients, kanyotypic evolution involved
the original cytogenetically abnormal clone. In no instance was
a clone of chromosomally abnormal cells detected when the
bone marrow was morphologically normal; single abnormal
cells of clonal origin, however, were observed on a few occa
sions when bone marrow morphology was normal. Acute non
lymphocytic leukemia patients whose karyotype evolved
tended to have relatively long survival times. However, the
median survival after the actual onset of evolution was relatively
short (2 months), and the response to further therapy was
poor. Karyotypic changes can have prognostic significance
which may be useful in decisions on the aggressiveness of
further therapy.

INTRODUCTION

Acute leukemia, like CML,4 is a clonal disease. Cytogenetic
abnormalities in patients with these disorders are remarkably
uniform in all or nearly all of the abnormal cells obtained early
in the course of the disease. The terminal blastic phase of CML
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additional banding techniques, such as that for obtaining A-
bands with acnidine orange (17), were used. Chromosome
identification and karyotypic nomenclature were in accordance
with the recommendations of the Paris Conference (6).

Patients were considered to be cytogenetically normal if no
abnormal metaphases were observed or if isolated abnonmali
ties involved different chromosomes in different cells; such
anomalies may be due to random mitotic errors or technical
artifacts. Patients were considered to be cytogenetically ab
normal if a clone of abnormal cells was found. Observation of
a minimum of 2 hyperdiploid, 2 pseudodiploid, on3 hypodiploid
cells showing the same alteration in a cytogenetic sample was
considered evidence for the existence of an abnormal clone.

Serial samples of myeloid cells were obtained from 60 of the
90 patients with ANLL. Samples from each of these patients
were examined for evidence of chromosomal evolution. Pa
tients who were considered to have evolved included: (a) those
whose cells had normal chromosomes in the initial sample, but
who in one on more subsequent samples showed one or more
clones of cytogenetically abnormal cells; and (b) those who
were abnormal initially, but who subsequently acquired addi
tional clonal abnormalities.

Cytological interpretations of BM findings (by U. Mintz, J. W.
Vardiman, and H. M. Golomb) and cytogenetic analyses (by J.
A. Testa and J. D. Rowley) for various patient sample dates
were done independently of one another. In a few instances,
the report of the BM interpretation from the patient's hospital
chart was used because the cytological preparations were
unavailable for review. Cytological and cytogenetic results were
compared only after all data had been collected. We used the
following criteria in the classification of BM morphology: Ml,
BM aspirates that contained 5% or fewer blast cells that ap
peaned normal; M2, BM aspirates that contained between 5
and 25% blast cells; and M3, BM aspirates that contained

more than 25% blasts. Response to therapy that resulted in an
Mi marrow and return of peripheral blood counts to normal
was considered to be a complete remission, whereas a re
sponse that resulted in an M2 marrow was classified as a
partial remission.

RESULTS

Karyotypic evolution was seen in 17 of 60 patients (28%)
from whom serial samples were available. Relevant clinical
data on each of these patients are listed in Table 1. The
cytogenetic and BM cytological findings are summarized in
Table 2 for patients who had a normal kanyotype in the initial
sample and in Table 3 for those who had one or more abnormal
clones initially. The analyses listed in Tables 2 and 3 include
only those for the initial samples, the samples showing kanyo
typic change, and the most recent samples which preceded a
change.

Evolution of the karyotype was observed in 7 patients who
were initially normal and in 10 who were initially abnormal. All
i 0 of the latter cases showed one or more structural rearrange
ments in the initial sample, and 8 of the i 0 also showed loss of
one or more chromosomes initially. In 12 of the i 7 patients,
karyotypic evolution consisted of a gain of one or more chno
mosomes. Of these 12 patients, 10 acquired an extra chro
mosome 8, the most frequently observed evolutionary change
in this study (Figs. 1 and 2). Six patients acquired an extra
chromosome 18, and 4 gained a chromosome 13. Structural
rearrangements were seen in the evolution of 8 patients (Figs.
3 and 4), and loss of one or more chromosomes was seen in
4. In 2 cases, evolution of a clone appeared to involve the loss
of a marker which had been observed in the initial sample. New
markers and deletions were the most frequently observed
structural evolutionary changes, each being seen in 4 patients.

Table 1
Clinical data and correlation with karyotypic evolution in 17 patients with ANLL

a Survival was evaluated in January 1 979; + , patient was alive at the time of writing (January 1979).

b AML. acute myelogenous leukemia; ara-C, 1-$-D-arabinofuranosylcytosine; CR, complete remission; TG, thioguanine; NA, no response; N â€”.A, evolution from
normal to abnormal; EL, erythroleukemia; VAMP, vincristine, 1-fl-D-arabinofuranosylcytosine, methotrexate, prednisone; PR, partial remission; AMMoL, acute
myelomonocytic leukemia; DRN, daunonubicin; COAP, cyclophosphamide, vincnistine, 1-/l-D-arabinofuranosylcytosine, prednisone; A â€”@A', evolution from abnormal
to further abnormality; 5-aza, 5-azacytidine; AMOL, acute monocytic leukemia; MTX, methotrexate; L-aspar, L-asparaginase; APL, acute promyelocytic leukemia.

C Initial therapy was given after evolution.

d Received some antileukemia chemotherapy prior to initial cytogenetic sample. Patient 58 received ara-C, TG, prednisone (7â€”8/75, 2 cycles). Patient 72
received ara-C, TO (9/74, 3 cycles); Adriamycin, vincristine, ara-C, prednisone (1 2/74, 4 cycles); 6-mercaptopunine, vincnistine, MTx, prednisone (7/75, 2 cycles).eCRobtainedaftersecondarytreatmentprograms.
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Serialcytogeneticdata and BM cytologyin ANLL patientswhose karyotype evolved from normal toabnormalCytogeneticPatient

No.Sample dateasample sourceTotal
no. of me

taphasesb%
abnor
mal'Abnormal karyotype@'BM

interpre
tationC13/2/70BM15(15)t20â€•M311/11/71

3/22/72BM BM4(4)t 20(4)0'' 2547,xy,+8,â€”2o,+21;'49,+B,+c,+G(i cell)M2M33/27/72'BM16(11)8248,xY,+8,+21/49,xY,+8,+i8,Ã·2iM337/6/70BM65(7)0M38/25/70

1/27/71 â€¢BM BM106(41) 62 (15)0 2047,xx,+8/si ,xx,+x,+8,+18,+20,Ã·21;f
Si ,+C,+C,+E,+F,+G (3 cells)M3

M33/1

6/71BM22 (22)t23 â€˜â€˜51 ,+C, +C, +E, +F,+GM3tt6/23/71BM37(15)t0''Ml7/21/71

9/10/71BM BM52(29)t 50(1 1)10'' 947,+C 5l,xx,+x?,+8,+i8?,+20,+2l;@ 50,+C,+E,+F,+G (2 cells)M2M29/24/71BM33(l2)t0â€•M2186/30/69BM74

(4)2547,xx,+l8?'M311/14/69BM48(14)t0â€•Ml4/3/70'BM25(16)t38'

â€˜47,+cM3tt4/27/70BM56(26)8147,xx,+8/48,xx,+ls,+l8M35/11/70BM149(50)647.xx,+8'/48,xx,+ls,+l8'M36/10/70BM116(25)1647,xx,+8M3tt6/24/70BMl5(lO)t0''M21911/6/74PB942(17)0ND8/9/76

11/29/76BM BM37(10) 20(9)0 ii46,XX,lp+1MiMl3/28/77'BM15(11)3646,xx,lp+M24/25/77

5/23/77BM BM17(7) 27(12)14 846,XX,lp+'M2M39/16/77BM17(10)0Mi1/11/78BM32(15)9346,xx,lp+M3246/20/72BM23(23)0M311/30/72BM5(5)0M33/12/73'BM39(25)1647,xY,+s'/47,xy,+s,del(sXql3)'M3582/13/76BM20(12)0.M34/26/76BM31

(14)0Ml5/31/77'PB8(7)10045,xY,â€”i8ND696/20/77

4/18/78'PB PB26(17) 26(11)0 8247,xx,+8NDâ€• NDâ€•

Evo!ution of Karyotypes in ANLL

Table 2

a For each patient. â€ĩndicates the first sample which shows adequate evidence of clonal evolution of the karyotype.
b Numbers in parentheses indicate subtotal of metaphases examined in detail with fluorescence, unless marked with t, in which case the subtotal is the number

of metaphases analyzed with conventional stain.
C Calculated as percentage of metaphases examined with fluorescence, unless marked with â€ ẫ€,̃ in which case calculated as percentage of metaphases analyzed

with conventional stain only. When abnormalities are present but are not listed in the karyotype, they are random changes.
d When 2 or more abnormal cell lines are present in a sample, they are listed in descending order according to cell population size, unless marked with â€˜. in which

case 2 or more lines listed sequentially are seen with equal frequency in at least 2 metaphases each.eCytologicalreviewofBMaspirateswasdonebytheauthors,unlessmarkedwithtt inwhichcase,duetounavailabilityofslidesforreview,theoriginalreport
of BM interpretation from the patient's hospital chart was used. Mi , BM aspirate with 5% onfewer blasts that appeared normal; M2, between 5% and 25% blasts; M3,
more than 25% blasts.

I A karyotype seen in only a single banded cell from this sample.
g PB, peripheral blood without phytohemagglutinin stimulation; ND, not done.
h An aspirate was uninterpretable because of BM necrosis; based on peripheral blood smear, patient had active leukemia at this time.

evolution. Kanyotypic evolution resulted in an increase in the
chromosome number in most patients, regardless of the initial
karyotype (Table 5).

Several patients who had unusual or complex evolutionary
patterns will be discussed individually.

Patient 18. One of the 74 metaphases seen in the initial
sample from this patient had 47 chromosomes. The extra
chromosome may have been a No. 18. Other metaphases in
this sample and in a subsequent remission sample were normal.
During relapse, 2 independent abnormal clones were observed.
One clone was 47,XX, +8, and the other was 48,XX, + 15, + 18.

Patient 72. Onlyone metaphasewasfoundinthe firstsample
from this patient; it had 58 chromosomes and 4 fragments. A
sample obtained 3 weeks later was also abnormal; the banding
was suboptimal, but 2 cells were + 1,+ 1,+3, â€”4,â€”5,

These various changes sometimes occurred in combination.
The distribution of evolutionary gains, losses, and rearrange
ments is summarized in Chart 1 both for all clonal changes
seen in the 17 patients and for those changes among them that
appeared to represent early evolutionary events. Patients who
had a normal initial sample showed a pattern of chromosomal
evolution similar to that in patients who had an abnormal initial
sample (Table 4). The percentage of patients who evolved was
about the same in the initially normal and abnormal groups.
Furthermore, the type of evolutionary abnormality was similar;
for example, a +8 (alone oncombined with other abnormalities)
was seen in 4 of 7 initially normal patients and in 6 of 10
initially abnormal patients.

Patients whose leukemic cells were cytogenetically abnormal
in the first sample usually had a hypodiploid clone prior to
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Table 3

Serial cytogenetic data and BM cytology in ANLL patients whose karyotype evolved from abnormal to further abnormality

Patient
No.

30

BM interpre
tationÂ°

M3

M3tt
M2
M3tt

M3
M2
Mi
M2
M2
Ml
Ml
M3

ND

M3
Ml

M3
ND

M3
ND

M3

M3
M3
M2Â°
M3

M2
M3

ND

M3
M3

M3

M3

M3

M2
M2
M2

M2
M2
M2
M3

M2

M3

CytogeneticSample

dateasample sourceTotal
no. of

metaphasesb%
abnor

maIC7/13/70BM26(12)757/23/70

1/25/71BM BM87(15) l0(lO)f930'â€•2/11/71'BM73(18)67

Abnormal karyotype'@

BM, p@U
BM
BM
BM
BM
BM
BM
BM

PB

BM
BM
BM
PB

PB
PB

BM

BM. PB
BM
BM
PB

BM
BM

PB

46,xx,t(6;9xp23;q34)
46,xx,t(6;9)

48,xx,+8.+13,t(6;9)

85 45.x,â€”x,t(8;l 7;2lXq22;q23?;q22)
50 Initialâ€•
13 Initial'
64 Initial
58 Initial
0

15
28 Initial/45,x,â€”X,â€”1,â€”11,+der(i ),+der(i l),t(i 11)

(:1q32â€”ip36::ilql3â€”.llqter:iipterâ€”'l1q13::
1p36â€”'ipter),t(8; 17;21)

100 45,x,â€”x,â€”i,â€”ll,+der(l),+der(li),t(i;li),t(8;i7;2i)

100 45,x,â€”Y,â€”21,+r(21)'
100 45,X, -Y/44,x,â€”Y,â€”19â€”21,+n(21)'
100 45,X,â€”Y/initial
100 Initial/46,x, â€”Y,+8â€”21,+n(2l)

One metaphase with 58 chromosomes
47 â€”57-58,xx,+1,+1 ,+3,â€”4,â€”5,+6,+6,â€”8,+11 +1 2,â€”i7,

+l9,â€”20,del(lOXq24?),+8 or 9mar,+l to 4 acen? frag
71 â€”60-61,â€”x,xp+ ?,+ 1,+2, â€”4,+6, â€”7,+ 19, +20,del(2Xq31 ?),

iOq-,+12 or l3man,+2 to 5 acen? frag

79 46.XY.t(l 5: 17Xq25?;q22)
0

11 48,xY,+8,+l3,t(l5;l7y
100 48,xY,+8,+l3,t(15;l7)/47,xY,+8,t(15;l7)/

49,xY, +8. +9, + 13,t(i 5; 17)/49,xY,+8,Â± 13,+ 18,t(l 5; 17)
8 48,xY, +8, + 13,t(l 5; 17);'50,+C,+C, +C,+C,+D, â€”G(1 cell)

88 48,xY, + 8, + 13,t(15; 17)/47,XY, +8,t(1 5; 17)/initial'/49,
xY,+8,+13,+18,t(l5;17y

100 48.xY,+8, + 13,t(15; 17)/49,XY, +8+9, + 13,t(i 5; 17)/49,
XY,+8,+13,+18,t(l5;l7)'
/50,xY,+8,+ 9+10+13,
t(i 5; 17)' /initial

100 â€”6,â€”7,â€”20/â€”4,â€”6,â€”7,â€”20;complex (see text)
100 â€”4,â€”6,+mar1,+mar 2,+mar 4; complex (see text)

22 45â€”47,xx,â€”9,â€”17,â€”20,del(4Xq2i ),del(5Xq12?q31?),+der(l 7),
t(9?;17Xp13?;pi 1),+l to 3 cen frag

94 44â€”48,initialbut +0 to 4 cen frag/44,XX,â€”5,â€”l2,â€”l6,â€”l7,
+2mar

42 1/21/74
2/6/74

2/15/74
3/29/74
5/16/74
5/24/74
8/19/74
9/13/74'

11/25/74

45 5/23/74
7/25/74
10/3/74

11/23/74'

72 9/3/75
9/23/75

3/22/76'

80 12/1/76
12/16/76

5/5/77
5/24/77'

6/13/77
6/30/77

7/6/77

26 (26)
10 (10)
39 (23)
13(11)
20(12)
20(16)
17 (13)
18 (18)

25 (13)

23 (13)
30(12)
21 (19)
77 (14)

1 (0)
20(17)

10 (7)

33 (14)
10(4)
25(9)
49(39)

28(12)
22 (8)

73 (23)

92 46,xY, â€”7,â€”12,del(5Xqi 4?),8q+ ,del(l 7Xpl 1),+mar 2, +man
3'/43,xY,â€”7,â€”i2,â€”i3,â€”l7,â€”22,5qâ€”,8q+,tdic(l2;l7)
(p13?;pi l),17pâ€”, +man 1â€˜/44,same as previous karyotype
but with two No. 22 chromosomes

ii 45,xY,â€”7,+8,â€”i2,â€”l7,5qâ€”,8q+,+tdic(12;l7),l7p--
8 45,xY,â€”7,+8,--l2?,â€”l7,5qâ€”,aq+,+tdic(l2;i7)?,i7pâ€”'

15 45,xY,â€”7,+8,â€”l2,â€”i7,5qâ€”,8q+?,Â±tdic(i2;i7),l7pâ€”

43.xx,â€”3,â€”4,â€”7,â€”19,del(5Xql4?),17p+,+mar

43,XX, â€”3,â€”4,â€”7,â€”19,del(2Xq31?),5qâ€”,i 7p+ ,+ mar/initial

a to@ See explanations in Table 2.
I The presence of a t(6;9) in this sample cannot be ruled out since it would probably be undetectable without banding analysis.

gPB.peripheralbloodwithoutphytohemagglutininstimulation;ND,notdone.
h . Initial' â€˜indicates an abnormal karyotype identical to that seen in the initial sample from a patient.
I A karyotype seen in only a single banded cell from this sample.

I The loss of Y was assumed to be a constitutional abnormality since this chromosome was also missing in most cells from a phytohemagglutinin-stimu

Iate@peripheral blood culture. The r(21) was composed of 2 No. 21 chromosomes.
The patient was originally thought to be in complete remission (M1) at this time; subsequent review for this study, however, showed that the percentage of blasts

was slightly greater than 5%.

89 5/1/75
6/6/75

12/5/75
4/19/76'

BM
BM, PB
BM
BM

4 (4)
24 (9)

8 (6)
41 (18)

75
0
0

100

70 42,xY,â€”5,â€”9,â€”lo,â€”i5,â€”l6,â€”17,â€”2o,â€”2l,â€”22,+smar(mar
iâ€”mar5)

95 +1+6,â€” 17,+6mar (mar 1â€”mar6); complex (see text)/initial

90 1/24/75 BM 33(20)

3/6/75' BM 63(22)

3622
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84 2/25/77 BM, PB 20(9)
6/15/77' BM 15(6)

87 1/15/75 BM 36(18)

3/14/75' BM 32(16)

88 9/19/77 BM,PB 26(13)

12/7/77' BM 45(18)

12/28/77 BM 34(13)
2/2/78 BM 19(13)
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Frequency ofchromosomal e
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and mci
rding to the karydence

of vario
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itial sample of eachpatientInitial

kary
otypeNo.

of pa
tients stud

iedNo.
of pa

tients deadNo.

of pa
tients who

evolvedNo.

of patients with evolutionarychangesStructural

rearrange- Other
+ 8 mentchangesNormal

Abnormal44
(28)b

46 (32)38C
(22)

40 (27)7 104
[lf' 2 1

6 [1] 4 0

Evo!ution of Karyotypes in ANLL

+6,+6,â€”8,+ii,+i2,â€”17,+19,â€”20,+ 8 on 9 markers. One
of these cells had 2 fragments and a 1Oqâ€”; the other cell had
one fragment and one ring and was missing a No. 10 chromo
some. Six markers appeared to be consistent in the 2 cells.
Seven of 17 other banded metaphases from this same sample
were incompletely analyzed, but showed at least some of the
same abnormalities seen in the 2 previously mentioned cells.
A sample obtained 6 months later was also suboptimal; how
ever, numerous karyotypic differences from the earlier sample
were apparent. Two metaphases were â€”X,Xp+ ?,+ 1,+ 2,
â€”4,+6,â€”7,+ 19,+20,del(2Xq3i ?),del(10Xq24?), + 12 or 13
markers (at least 9 of which may have been consistent), + 2
acen? frag; 2 of the markers were large (A-9roup size) and
were unlike any of those seen in the previous sample. Three of
the 5 other banded metaphases in this sample were incom
pletely analyzed but showed at least some of these same
abnormalities.

Patient 84. It is not possibleto give a definite karyotypefor
this patient, since no 2 metaphases appeared to contain exactly
the same abnormalities. Nearly all the cells in the initial sample

10
9
8
7

from this patient were â€”6, â€”7, and â€”20 (in some cells, the
missing chromosome 20 was replaced by a small marker which
may have been a 20qâ€”).Other abnormalities included â€”X,
â€” 1 0, â€” 1 7, and 3 markers; each of these abnormalities was

found in S to 7 (of 8) completely analyzed banded metaphases.
Two of the markers (mar 1, mar 2) were of C-group size; mar
1 appeared to consist of most of the missing chromosome 6
[t(6;?Xpi 2?;?)]. The third marker (mar 3) was a brightly flu
orescing G-group-size chromosome. Three cells were also
missing a chromosome 4; thus, at least 2 related abnormal
clones were present at this time. A sample obtained 4 months
later was â€”4,â€”6,+mar2 in all 6 metaphases examined with
fluorescence. A new, dully fluorescent G-group-size chromo
some (mar 4) was also found in all of the cells. Mar 1 was
observed in five cells. Losses of chromosomes X, 17, and 20
were each observed in 3 metaphases, whereas + 13, + 16,
Â±18, and mar 3 were each seen in 2 to 3 metaphases;
however, these abnormalities occurred in varying combinations
which differed from cell to cell.

Patient 87. The initial sample from this patient showed a
clone which was â€”9,â€”20,del(4Xq2i),5qâ€”,17p+,+ 1 to 3
fragments. The 17p+ appeared to be the result of an unbal
anced tnanslocation [der(i 7),t(9?; 17Xpi 3?;pl 1)]. The 5q-
might have been the result of an interstitial deletion
[del(5Xql 2?q3i ?)]. C-banding indicated that the â€œfragmentsâ€•
were centric. A sample obtained 2 months later appeared to
show 2 unrelated clones. One clone had the abnormalities seen
in the previous sample, although the number of small centric
fragments ranged from 0 to 4 in different cells. Two metaphases
may have reflected the presence of a second, minor clone;
both were â€”5, â€”i 2, â€”16, â€”17, + 2 A-group-size markers (one
of which appeared to consist of the long arm of the missing
chromosome 12). Both of these metaphases showed incon
sistent losses of 2 to 3 other chromosomes, possibly due to
cell breakage during slide preparation.

Patient 88. The initial sample from this patient included 3
related abnormal clones, all of which were â€”7,â€”i 2,5qâ€”,
8q + ,17p-. Two of these clones also had a large submetacen
tnic marker (mar 1). Two different markers were seen in the
third clone; one was a small G-group-size marker (mar 2), and
the other (mar 3) was a very large metacentric chromosome
which may have been an isochromosome. The banding pattern
of both arms of mar 3 seemed identical to that of the long arm
of mar 1. The 2 clones that had mar 1 were also missing a No.
13 and a No. 17 and had a 12; i 7 rearrangement which proved
to be dicentnic when examined with C-banding; one of these 2
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Chart 1. Histogram of all clonal chromosomal changes during karyotypic
evolution which was observed in 17 patients for whom serial samples of myeloid
cells were available. @,number of patients in whom it was possible to determine
that a given chromosome appeared to show early evolutionary changes (13
patients). Patients 72, 84, 87, and 90 showed so many evolutionary changes
that we could not determine which of these occurred at an early stage. A +8 was
the most frequent change (in 59% of the patients), particularly during early
evolution. Patient 87 developed a small abnormal clone which appeared to be
independent of the initial abnormal clone.

Table 4

a Rearrangement alone or in combination with other abnormalities except +8.

b Numbers in parentheses, number of patients for whom serial cytogenetic samples were examined.
C Two others, one of whom was studied serially, were lost to follow-up.

d Numbers in brackets, patients in whom +8 was the only evolutionary change.
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Evolutionary changes in chromosome number compared with the initialmodalnumber
in 17 ANLLpatientsFor

patients who were initially abnormal, the chromosome number oftheevolved
clone is compared with the chromosome number of the Initialabnormalclone,

regardless of whether this number is identical to the overall modalnumberfor
theinitialsample.Evolved

cloneNo.

of patients No. ofpatientswith
decrease in No. of patients with increaseinchromosome

with no numericalchromosomeInitial
karyotype number changenumberNormal

1 15Abnormal
1 2 7

J. R. Testa et a!.

Table 5 however, were observed on 3 occasions when the marrow was
Mi (Tables 2 and 3). For example, in Patient 19 a 1p+
chromosome was found in one metaphase (November 29,
1976) when she was in remission. Four months later, the
patient was in relapse, and a clone of cells (36%) with the 1p+
was found. For patient 80, a single abnormal cell with evolu
tionary changes was found (May 5, 1977) when he was thought
to be in complete remission. A review of the BM at a later date
showed that the patient was in only partial remission, since he
had 8% blasts. Approximately 3 weeks later, the patient was in
relapse; 100% of the metaphases were abnormal, and all
showed evolutionary changes (14).

DISCUSSION

Although clonal karyotypic evolution is seen in about 80% of
Ph'-positive CML patients in the blastic phase (8), previous
investigations indicated that karyotypic evolution was a rare
occunrence in acute leukemia (1, 12, 18); however, all of these
studies were done on conventionally stained chromosomes. In
contrast to these earlier findings, our data show that chrome.
somal evolution can be detected in a substantial percentage of
ANLL patients when sequential samples are examined with
banding techniques. Chromosomal evolution was seen in 17 of
the 60 patients (28%) for whom serial samples were examined.
The frequency of evolution may be even higher, since 9 of the
43 patients without evolution in their serial samples thus far
are still alive and therefore might still develop changes. Thus,
karyotypic evolution can be a relatively frequent finding in
ANLL, just as in the acute phase of CML.

The chemotherapy used for our patients was basically the
same as that used for patients studied by Sakurai and Sand
berg (12). Thus, the increased incidence of karyotypic evolu
tion in our study does not seem to be related to more vigorous
therapy.

One patient (No. 20) listed by Rowley and Potter (11) as
showing karyotypic evolution has been omitted from this report.
Review ofthe BM has revealed that this patient was in remission
at the time of the initial analysis when a normal karyotype was
obtained. The subsequent appearance of the t(8;21 ) in relapse
probably reflects the reemergence of the original abnormal
kanyotype and not clonal evolution as was previously assumed.

Our data indicate that karyotypic evolution, if it occurs in an
ANLL patient who has an initially abnormal karyotype, involves
the original cytogenetically abnormal clone. Additional aber
rations were superimposed in all but one of the patients who
were initially abnormal. An exception was Patient 87, who
acquired a minor cell line which appeared to be unrelated to
the original abnormal clone. Patient 18, who was normal mi
tially, was also unusual because evolution in this case involved
the acquisition of 2 apparently unrelated clones.

Our results support the view that, like CML, ANLL is a clonal
disease. Cytogenetic abnormalities in our i 7 ANLL patients
showed a high degree of uniformity in all or nearly all of the
abnormal cells obtained in the initial sample. Most of our
patients had only an occasional cell with some variation of the
clonal pattern. Patients 72, 84, 87, and 90, however, did show
some karyotype instability. In 3 of these patients, the abnor
malities were similar in different metaphases, but there were
variations in other abnormalities such as the number of frag
ments and markers present. The fourth (Patient 84) showed

clones was also missing one chromosome 22. Three subse
quent samples consisted primarily of normal cells; however,
the abnormal cells showed evolution of the karyotype to
45,XY,â€”7,+8,â€”i2,â€”i7,5qâ€”,8q+,+tdic(i2;17),i7pâ€”(Fig.
2). Thus, in addition to the loss of a marker and the gain of a
chromosome 8, the presence of 2 No. 13 chromosomes rep
resents a gain of a No. 13 compared to the most closely related
clone seen in the initial sample.

Patient 90. The first sample from this patient showedcon
sistent losses of some chromosomes (i.e. , â€”5,â€”9, â€”10,
â€” 1 5, â€” 1 6, â€” 1 7, â€” 20, â€” 21 , â€” 22), but some variability as to

which of 7 markers (man 1 to man 7) were present; however,
mar 1 to mar 5 were each seen in most of the metaphases. A
subsequent sample from this patient showed at least 2 abnor
mal clones. The minor clone appeared to have the abnormali
ties seen in the previous sample. The major clone showed
evidence of numerous evolutionary changes; it is not possible
to give a karyotype for this hyperdiploid clone, because the
chromosomal pattern varied substantially from cell to cell. The
chromosome number ranged from 54 to 65 in these cells.
Nearly all metaphase cells contained + 1,+6, â€”17 and markers
mar 1 to mar 6. Other abnormalities were variable, but most
cells showed a gain of chromosome 8 and losses of chromo
somes 4, 10, 12, i 6, and 22. The presence of several addi
tional markers was variable, but 3 (mar 7 to man 9) were
present in most cells.

The median time from diagnosis to the sampling date when
karyotypic evolution was first noted was 9 months (range, 3 to
28 months) for the 17 patients in this study. Once evolution
had occurred, however, survival was short, the median time
from evolution to death being only 2 months (range, 0 to 13
months). After the onset of chromosomal evolution, response
to further therapy was poor. Only 3 patients attained a complete
remission subsequent to evolution (Table 1).

The median survival from the time of diagnosis was 17
months (range, 11 to 39 months) for the 7 patients who were
initially normal and 10 months (range 3 to 19 months) for the
10 who were initially abnormal. The median time from diagnosis
to the date when evolution was first noted was 10 months for
the initially normal cases and 7.5 months for those initially
abnormal. The median time from the date of evolution to death
was 2 months for the initially normal patients and 1 month for
the initially abnormal patients.

Whereas a normal karyotype could be seen when a patient's
BM morphology was abnormal, in no instance was a clone of
chromosomally abnormal cells detected when the BM mor
phology was normal; single abnormal cells of clonal origin,
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Evolution of Karyotypes in ANLL

substantial chromosomal variability from cell to cell; a definite
kanyotype could not be discerned. However, banding tech
niques revealed that, even in this instance, certain clonal
abnormalities were present in nearly all of the aberrant meta
phases. Results obtained with conventionally stained (un
banded) chromosomes had indicated that 10 to 13% of cyto
genetically abnormal patients showed karyotype instability (12,
16). In the study by Trujillo et a!. (16), such patients showed
variability of structurally abnormal chromosomes, including
fragments, rings, and dicentrics, to such an extent that no
consistent karyotypic pattern could be determined. Sakurai
and Sandberg (12) observed some degree of karyotype insta
bility in 16 of 19 ANLL patients who had major cytogenetic
abnormalities. Although some examples of such instability may
reflect the inadequacies of conventional staining as compared
with banding of chromosomes, others may be the result of
impaired control of mitosis, leading to nondisjunction and an
aphase lag.

Evolutionary karyotypic changes (particularly +8) appear to
be less random than are the changes seen in initial samples
from ANLL patients. Of 110 ANLL patients with abnormal
karyotypes whom we reviewed, 27 (25%) had a +8, the single
most frequent abnormality seen in these patients initially (15).
Of the i 7 ANLL patients discussed in this report, 10 (59%)
gained an additional chromosome 8 in the course of karyotypic
evolution. The addition of a chromosome 8 is also one of the 2
most frequently observed changes (the other being a gain of a
second Ph' chromosome) in the blastic phase of Ph'-positive
CML, where it is seen in about 40% of cases (8).

Karyotypic evolution in our ANLL patients tended to result in
an increase in the chromosome number (Table 5). This has
also been shown to be true for CML patients in the acute phase
(8). In contrast, the development of ANLL in patients previously
treated for another malignancy has been associated with a
decrease in the modal number (10).

In several patients who had multiple abnormal clones, it was
possible to determine the probable sequence of evolutionary
changes. Patient 1 was chromosomally normal in the initial
sample, but acquired 2 abnormal clones subsequently. The
major clone had a karyotype of 48,XV,+8,+2i , and the minor
clone had a karyotype of 49,XY,+8,+ 18,+2i . Thus, in this
patient the +8 and +21 were presumably the initial abnormal
ities, whereas the additional chromosome 18 was a later
change. Patient 3 also acquired 2 abnormal clones after being
chromosomally normal in the first sample. In this case, the
major clone had a karyotype of 47,XX,+8, and the minor clone
was Si ,XX,+X, +8, + 18, +20, +21 . Thus, the additional chro
mosome 8 represented the initial evolutionary change. In Pa
tient 80, the +8 and + 13 represented initial evolutionary
changes, whereas other gains, such as of chromosome 10,
occurred later. The additional chromosome 8 probably arose
prior to the extra chromosome 13, since the sample from May
24, 1977, when all metaphases showed the t(i 5; 17) and
further evolution of the karyotype, included 6 metaphases with
only a +8, whereas none had only a + 13. Gains of both
chromosomes 8 and 13 were also seen in Patients 30 and 88.
A scheme illustrating the mode of karyotypic evolution in Pa
tient 80 is shown in Chart 2. Such stepwise gains of a single
chromosome are a frequent occurrence in the clonal evolution
of tumor cell populations which are studied sequentially (5).
The nonrandomness of chromosomal evolution is particularly

ACTIVE REMISSIONI DISEASE@

Chart 2. Proposed sequence of clonal karyotypic evolution in Patient 80.
Disease states (top) and cytogenetic sample dates (bottom) are listed. The areas
of the circles represent the size of cell populations at each sample date. The
broken circle (t, 4-8) is hypothetical, since this clone was not actually observed
until May 24, 1977. Abnormalities are usually not seen in ANLL patients during
remission, although one cell from May 5, 1977, was t, + 8, + 13. N, cytogenetically
normal cells; t,+8, cells with t(15; 17) and an extra chromosome 8.

evident in the assumed early karyotypic changes (Chart 1,
Chromosomal evolution appears to be independent of the

initial karyotype. The proportion of patients who evolve is about
the same for both initially normal and initially abnormal patients.
The percentage of cases acquiring a +8 is about the same in
these 2 groups of patients; the percentage acquiring one or
more structural rearrangements (without a +8) is also similar
in each group (Table 4). Our results are somewhat paradoxical;
one might expect that patients who are chromosomally abnor
mal initially would be much more likely to undergo further
kanyotypic modification and that this would be of a type differ
ent from the first abnormalities acquired by initially normal
patients.

Typically, our ANLL patients were chromosomally normal
during remission. Previous studies have shown that, when a
patient enters remission, the cytogenetically abnormal clone
decreases on disappears, and when the patient relapses the
same abnormalities reappear (1, 3, 4, 12, 13, 16, 18). We had
hypothesized that cytogenetic diagnosis could predict an im
minent relapse in the patient. However, we did not find abnon
mal clones when the BM morphology was normal. Occasion
ally, we observed an M1 marrow when the cytogenetic analysis
showed a single metaphase that was representative either of
the initial abnormal clone or of an evolving clone. Obviously, a
small clone of chromosomally abnormal cells may be missed
due to the relatively limited number of metaphases which can
be examined on a regular basis.

The 17 patients in this study tended to have relatively long
survival times. The median survival for patients who had normal
karyotypes in the first sample was longer than that for patients
who were abnormal initially. Our series of 90 ANLL patients
(80 of whom were treated) (2) included 37 treated cases that
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Fig. 1. Partial karotype of an A-banded metaphase obtained from unstimulated peripheral blood of Patient 80 at the time of relapse. The metaphase has the
t(15: 17) which was observed initially. The extra chromosomes 8 and 13 are evolutionary changes. Arrows, abnormal chromosomes 15 and 17. [48,
xY, +8. + 13.t(l 5; 17Xq25?;q22)I.

Fig. 2. Partial kanyotype of a 0-banded metaphase from a BM cell of Patient 88. The extra chromosome 8 represents an evolutionary change from the karyotype
observed in the initial sample of this patient. Other clonal evolutionary changes include loss of a large submetacentnic marker and gain of a chromosome 13 (which
was not present in the most closely related clone of the earlier sample). Arrows, chromosomal abnormalities. [45,xY,â€”7,+8,â€”l2,â€”l7,5qâ€”,8q+,
+tdic(1 2; 1 7Xpl 3?;pl i),del(i 7Xpi 1 )]. The 5qâ€” may be an interstitial deletion, del(5Xql 2q31 ). The 8q+ has an extra interstitial band which seems to be a

duplication of 8ql 3 to 8q2l.
Fig. 3. Partial karyotype of a 0-banded metaphase obtained from a BM cell of Patient 42 during relapse. The metaphase is missing an x and has a complex

translocation involving the long arms of chromosomes 8, 17, and 21 (lower row). The second rearrangement, between the short arm of chromosome 1 and the long
arm of chromosome 11 (upper row), was not found in the initial sample and represents an evolutionary change. The abnormal chromosome 1 also shows a partial
deletion of the long arm distal to 1q32. The abnormal chromosomes are on the left in each pair. [45,X, â€”x, â€”1,â€”11,+der(l), +der(l l),t(1 ; 11)
(:1q32 â€”.1p36::1 1q13 â€”â€˜1 lqter;1 ipterâ€”. 1 iql3::lp36â€” lpten),t(8;17;21)(q22;-q23?;q22)I.

Fig. 4. Karyotype of a 0-banded metaphase obtained from a BM cell of Patient 19 during relapse. The presense of 1p+ is an evolutionary change which was not
seen in the initial sample from this patient. The extra material on the end of the short arm of chromosome 1 could not be identified with certainty, but appears to be
similar to 9p. Since there are 2 normal No. 9 chromosomes, the cell would be trisomic (duplication) for most of 9p. The break in chromosome 1 appeared to be at
1p36. The short arm of the X chromosome on the right shows a chromatid break which was observed only in this metaphase. Inset, partial
karyotype of chromosome pairs 1 and 9 of another metaphase from another BM sample. The abnormal chromosome 1 in each metaphase is identified by an arrow.
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were initially normal; the median survival in this group was 10
months, compared to 17 months in the 7 normal, treated
patients among them who evolved. The median survival in 43
treated patients who were abnormal initially was only 4 months,
compared to 10 months for the 10 treated patients among them
who evolved. Thus, evolution might be observed in a larger
number of ANLL patients if the overall median survival time
could be prolonged.

Once evolution had occurred, the median survival was rela
tively short (2 months), and response to further treatment was
poor. Evolutionary changes may indicate the emergence of a
resistant cell line and, thus, can have prognostic significance
which may be useful in decisions on the aggressiveness of
further therapy for the patient. After the onset of evolution, only
patients 3 and 19, who were normal initially, and Patient 88,
who was abnormal initially, attained a remission (Table 1). It
may be significant that the abnormal clone or clones were small
(@36% of cells) when evolution was first noted in these 3
patients. Eleven of the other 14 patients had at least 67%
abnormal cells at the time of evolution; in 9 of these patients,
the major population of cells at this time was that with evolu
tionary change. Thus, evolution of the karyotype in the majority
of cells might be an important sign of a poor prognosis.
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